
Session 1: Tanker trades – assessing the short and long term picture
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Ongoing energy crisis has prompted a switch to oil, 

boosting demand. 

Tanker shipping profitability still way off for loss-

making tankers as pandemic drags on.

The pandemic has sent shockwaves through global 

maritime transport and laid the foundations for a 

transformed industry and associated supply chains. 

• Increased demand for on-shore storage capacity

• Need for green fuel development to power the 

industry 

Emerging Trends:
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 bunkering, breakbulk, ISO filling, stevedoring, distribution, 

warehousing.

Strategic agreement with ACT for the development of 

the Emirate’s first bulk liquid storage terminal at 

Khalifa Port.

Leveraging Khalifa Port’s advantages:

 Global strategic location connecting East and West.

 Multimodal connectivity, including sea, road, pipelines and rail.

Ideal solution for the region’s energy sector and 

serves needs of our industrial zone clients and the 

regional liquid bulk logistics market.

Services include: 
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• 2 GW green ammonia plant converts hydrogen produced by an 

electrolyser facility paired with a 2 GW solar PV power plant. 

• Liquid ammonia to be used as carbon-free bunker fuel on converted 

vessels, and for export to Europe and East Asia.

• Development of 800MW green ammonia production facility.

• Facility projected to produce 200,000 tonnes of green ammonia from 

40,000 tonnes of green hydrogen.

• Plant expected to reduce CO2 emissions by an excess of 600,000 

tonnes annually.

• Reduction equivalent to the amount of pollution generated by roughly 
140,000 vehicles.

Development of green liquid ammonia project in KIZAD
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 Robust business continuity strategy 

 Strict enforcement of Covid protocols

 Protect operations staff 

 Early realization - changes in supply chains 

 Significant increase in digital transactions

 Digital acceleration - Increased investment in IT

 Leading role as part of the Hope Consortium, the 

Abu Dhabi government-led effort to realize full 

global vaccine distribution.

 Complete end-to-end supply chain solutions & 

Fast track the expansion of critical logistics 

infrastructure




